Load imbalance in a distributed system causes low efficiency. Aiming at the dynamics of resource and load running status, we propose an impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay based on control theory. In order to describe various current states of a node, we construct corresponding subsystems according to the dynamics of a node's resources. The sub-system switching is triggered by an impulsive signal which can decrease the communication overhead among nodes. The model reallocates loads in light of their real-time running statuses, which improves the efficiency of dynamic load balancing. We deduce the sufficient condition for asymptotic stability of the model by using the LyapunovKrasovskii function, and simulation by Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) to verify effectiveness of the model. Experimental results produced by a shared platform based on block chain demonstrate that the proposed model can make the balanced system speedy, which verifies its feasibility.
LOAD balance is an important research area in a distributed system, because the load imbalance among nodes seriously affects system efficiency. A distributed system consists of several nodes. Each node enters and exits dynamically and submits different new tasks many times according to the requirement 1 . When dealing with a task on a large scale, first, the system divides it into several sub-tasks and maps them into each node. Then each node returns a computed result, which is mixed together by the system. In the process, if some nodes are too busy to return a result on time, then the whole system will obviously fall into a waiting status. Load balance belongs to non-deterministic polynomial (NP) problem 2 , but can reach a better level with various optimization strategies. Dhakal et al. 3 proposed a time delay model for distributed dynamic load balance system based on diffusion model. It belongs to stochastic load balance. Tang et al. 4 verified the stability of the model in theory. Tang et al. 5 deduced the related condition for system stability and obtained the load balance gain of the delay dynamic load balance (DDLB) system. However, the model has shortcomings: the stability condition obtained is only a sufficient condition; the suitable theory load balance gain is obtained by a serial complex calculation.
In order to efficiently solve the load imbalance problem among nodes in a distributed system, after synthesizing the characteristics of the impulsive switching system model 6, 7 and time delay system model [8] [9] [10] , we propose an impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay. When starting the system, each node preserves the state information and load information broadcast by the other nodes. Each node computes its own state and switches to the corresponding sub-system according to its state. Then each node migrates the load by a load migration rule. Finally, the system reaches balance. Switching to the sub-system of each node is triggered by its own state, which avoids frequent message transmission. During load migration, we consider the processing ability of all nodes comprehensively, so that the system does not generate more over-load nodes after migration. Hence the load balancing efficiency improves. In this study, the contributions of our work can be concluded as: (1) Our model consists of 4 sub-systems which correspond to the states of a node at various moments; (2) A node takes its own state as an impulsive signal. The signal makes it switch to the corresponding sub-system. Migration proportion of a node is calculated according to its ownprocessing ability and that of others, which makes the model local and global. (3) We choose an appropriate Lyapunov-Krasovskii function, deduce the sufficient condition for asymptotic stability of each sub-system, and simulate by LMI to verify the effectiveness of the model; (4) We find that the sufficient and necessary condition of asymptotic stability of system on arbitrary switching is the stability of the each sub-system which shares the same Lyapunov function with others.
Impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay
The system contains multiple continuous sub-systems. But it is discrete among each sub-system. So it belongs to a continuous-discrete system. Each node corresponds to a different sub-system according to its own state at different times. The sub-system triggers switching when node state changes. Various sub-systems run alternatively and interact with each other, which eventually drives the system into a balanced state.
Description of models
A distributed system that contains 4 nodes is shown in Figure 1 . It shows a typical process of impulsive and switching load balancing with time delay. Each node owns a load queue to be dealt with. Each node also maintains a node information table for recording the state information of its resources. The table includes the load queue length of each node, which can read from the Message Queue of operating system. When starting the system, each node broadcasts its own state information of resources to other nodes. Meanwhile, every node calculates its ideal load w′ i and saves the current state of the system. If the system is overloaded, then we make use of the impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay after processing the ideal load of all nodes. Else we use the model directly.
Each node measures its own load before choosing a suitable sub-system. It switches to a sub-system by an impulsive signal, the process of which obeys the load migration rule. In Figure 1 , node 2 is an overload node. The over load is migrated to light-load node 3 and emptyload node 4 by load migration proportion step by step. Finally, every node in the system reaches a state with ideal load w i ′. Then the system reaches a balancing state.
The system consists of n nodes P 0 , P 1 , …, P n-1 . The processing ability a i (0 ≤ i ≤ n -1) of node P i can be calculated in eq. (1). In a system with 3 nodes, if all the nodes are over-load, calculate the over-load coefficient ω (ω > 1), which can judge that the system is over-load. When the system is over-load, we deal with the ideal load of P i with
w′ (i = 1, 2, 3). Then, 1 w′ + 2 w′ + 3 w′ can match with the current total load of the system. If P 1 is a lightload node, then there is at least one over-load node in P 2 and P 3 . If P 1 is an over-load node, then there is at least one light-load node in P 2 and P 3 . If P 1 is a moderate-load node, then both P 2 and P 3 maybe moderate-load nodes. Or there is a light-load node and an over-load node in P 2 and P 3 . Then make load balancing, this can assure the executing time of the three nodes be similar or same. In eq. (4), w(t i ) is the state vector of system and w(t i ) ∈ R n . σ(k i ) is the identifier of the sub-system corresponding to the state of P i at different times.
The active sub-system is expressed as σ(k i ) in 1 [ , ) . 
Each node chooses a suitable sub-system in eqs (6)- (9) . An over-load node migrates its over load to adjacent nodes in light of eq. (6). A light-load or empty-load node transforms its state in light of eq. (7) or (9) if it has received a migration load. However, if a light-load node has not received any migration load, it will transform its state in light of eq. (8) . An empty-load node which has reveived no load will not make a state transition. A moderate-load node neither migrates load to other nodes nor receives load from others. It makes a state transition according to eq. (8) . All load migration processes carried on must obey the load migration rule.
Definition 2.
(load migration rule) for two arbitrary nodes P i and P j which are in the state of σ (k i ) and σ (k j ), load can be migrated by the method of {P i →
Because P i owns its special processing ability a i , so the load size in migration varies each time. If over load is divided into a fixed size without considerating a i , then the node state would transform frequently. Because a node with a weak a i owns a a smaller ideal load i w′ than a node with a strong a i , a node with a weak a i should receive fewer loads than a node with a strong a i . In other words, in order to guarantee the stability of the system, the load migrated from a node with strong a i should not be excessive. Therefore, we use eq. (5) for an adaptive load migration proportion.
The state of a node is judged by the Definition 1. If a node belongs to an over-load node, then the node should only migrate its overload to others, but not receive load from others, except for processing its own tasks and producing new tasks. If a node belongs to a light-load node, then the node should only receive load from others but not migrate its load to others, except for processing its own tasks and producing new tasks. If a node belongs to a moderate-load node, then the node should neither receive load from others nor migrate its load to others, except for processing its own tasks and producing new tasks. If a node belongs to an empty-load node, then the node should only receive load from others but not migrate its load to others, because it has no tasks of its own and would not produce new tasks. So we construct subsystem models in eqs (6)- (9) separately. State variable w i stands for the length of load queue of node P i . Input variable u i stands for the over load that is migrated from node P i to other nodes in unit time. Output variable y i stands for the over load of node P i . State variable i w′ stands for the length of ideal load queue of node P i .
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λ i and μ i stand for the task producing rate and task processing rate of node P i respectively. We calculate them as follows
where r i ∈ R + . Its value is fixed by the intrinsic attribute of a load. k i stands for the closed loop gain in unit time p ij is the load migration proportion calculated by eq. (5).
η ij stands for the transmission delay from node P i to P j .
Proof of stability
An unstable system cannot complete control tasks as expected. Hence in a control system, stability is an important evaluation index for system performance. Daniel Liberzon concluded the stability problems of switching systems. One problem is to find out the condition for stability of a switching system with arbitrary switching signal on the basis of stability of each subsystem. That is the condition for system stability with arbitrary switching signal. If there exists the same Lyapunov function, then the switching system is always stable with arbitrary switching signal. Therefore, the problem is usually converted to finding or constructing the same Lyapunov function for each sub-system. Lemma 1. (Stability criterion for switching system). If each sub-system in a switching system: (1) shares the same Lyapunov function with others; (2) is stable, then the switching system is always stable with arbitrary switching signal. 
then the sub-system in eq. (6) is asymptotic stable at the balancing point.
In the stability description based on state space method, the analysis for system stability occurs in a time domain directly. The sub-system in eq. (6) which mostly adopts frequency domain analysis method aims at the output stability. On the basis of the sub-system in eq. (6), we propose a time domain analysis model Γ OLN in eqs (12-14) for state stability
In eqs (12)- (14), state variable w i stands for the overload on node P i . q i stands for the changing rate of load queue;
λ i stands for the producing rate of node P i . μ i stands for the processing rate of node P i . If our model in eqs (12)- (14) is asymptotic stable and the overload equals to zero in the sub-system Γ OLN , then it reaches the state of load balancing.
In order to analyse the stability of system, we transform our model in eqs (12)-(14) into a standard time domain analysis model by the following steps.
We reorganize the equation according to NewtonLeibniz with eq. (13), (14) and (2) being substituted in eq. (12), hence,
Substituting eqs (5), (10) and (11) 
X Y Z
Then the sub-system in eq. (17) is asymptotic stable.
Proof. In the process of stability analysis, the key point is find a Lyapunov function V(w) which is satisfied by the criterion. In the paper, we choose Lyapunov-Krasovskii functions for various delays in eq. (18). 
We calculate the derivative of V 1 (W t ) for time t along an arbitrary track of sub-system in eq. (19) and get
Then it is reorganized into
Lemma 3. (Moon inequality). For vectors g and h with
arbitrary dimension, matrix Y, symmetrical matrices X and Z, the following inequality relations are established: 
Rearranging the above, we get,
Substituting eqs (22) in (21).
Using Newton-Leibniz on the above one get, Reorganizing the above, we get, After organization, we get,
In eqs (31)-(32), 
We know that inequality Ω < 0 and the first inequality in Theorem 1 are equal by Lemma 4, so ( ) 0. 17) is asymptotic stable in light of the asymptotic stability criterion for Lyapunov function in Lemma 1. Therefore, the theorem 1 is proved after synthesizing eq. (23).
We choose the same Lyapunov-Krasovskii for subsystems in eqs (7)- (9) with that in eq. (6). We prove that sub-systems in eqs (7)- (9) are all asymptotic stable by the same method.
In conclusion, we can prove that our impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay in eq. (4) is stable according to Lemma 1.
Simulation example and experiment result
We take a system with 4 nodes for example. The parameter matrices A 0 and A 1 are calculated by the system state equation in eq. (17). 
Therefore, we know that there exist symmetrical positive definite matrices Q, R, Z, symmetrical matrix X and matrix Y which guarantee asymptotic stability of the system. Meanwhile, the practical feasibility of Theorem 1 in the paper is illustrated.
With the above design, we experiment in a multi-thread environment for the proposed model under specific initial conditions. The software is win64 multi-thread on VC++, the hardware is Intel Core i7 with 2.30 GHz frequency and 4 GB memory. The conservative synchronization strategy is realized by mutex. We use sleep to implement the transmission time delay η on the same time scale. The system scale is controlled by setting the global variable. In order to analyse the node state and the change of queue length in the system, we conveniently, take node 6 as an example to explain. For heterogeneous resource, the specific result can be described by Figure 2 thread creates statistics for instant load information and state of each node, judges the system state and then deals with the ideal load. Each node thread calculates its own processing ability a i and ideal load .
i w′ The nodes are on the state of moderate-load, over-load, light-load, empty-load, lightload and over-load respectively. Node 2 migrates one unit workload u 2 (T 1 ) to node 3, node 4 and node 5. Node 6 migrates one unit workload u 6 (T 1 ) to node 3, node 4 and node 5. After that on T 1 , nodes 4 and 5 change to the states of light-load and over-load. The state of node 3 has not changed for it owns a strong a 3 . Node 2 migrates one unit load to nodes 3 and 4 respectively. Node 5 migrates one unit load to nodes 3 and 4 respectively. Node 6 migrates one unit load to nodes 3 and 4 respectively. Because the migration unit of node 2 reduces, w 2 drops slightly on T 2 than on T 1 . Over-load nodes continue migrating their overloads to other light-load and moderateload nodes. At T 3 , all nodes are in the state of over-load and moderate-load. So there is no migration in the period and each node deals with its own load. At T 4 , nodes 3 and 5 change into the state of light-load. So, nodes 1 and 6 migrate one unit load to them respectively. On T 5 , node 5 changes to over-load because it owns weak processing ability. After a new period of migration, there is no overload on node T 6 and hence the system is balanced.
In Figure 3 , equal-division load balancing algorithm and two-division network load balancing algorithm are compared to our algorithm in different scale. In equaldivision balancing algorithm, firstly, the workload of each processor is divided by the speed of processor in network. Then, the little part of workload divided in the previous step will be migrated to the corresponding processor, which can balance the load of each processor. In two-division network load balancing algorithm, the system is divided into two sub-networks with the same number of nodes. Then the load is migrated between the subnetworks based on their processing ability. The above process repeats until there is only one node in each subnetwork. The system reaches balance after migration.
In the method we proposed, for all over-load nodes, on every migration time, each over-load node divides over workload into n parts according to proportion p ij in eq. (5) (n stands for the system scale). Each over-load node migrates the over load to empty-load nodes and lightnodes on the current time respectively. This assures that the over workload will not be migrated repeatedly. The state of node, processing ability, the length of current load, all of these information will be updated before each migration. This assures load migration based on more accurate information. If the number of empty-load and light-load nodes takes n/3, the system needs at least 3 times migration to reach balance. It is known that the balance time has something to do with the proportion which empty-load and light-load nodes take.
For a linear array structure, if the network belongs to a homogeneous net, the average amount of load moved at each step is equal to
by using equal-division balancing algorithm. The amount is just half of the initial load. All nodes perform load migration to the parallel neighbour-node, which needs n -1 steps. In two-division network load balancing algorithm, the amount of load migration between a node pair is equal. However, during the process of load migration, the algorithm only migrates the 'load deviation' between nodes, but does not exchange their load. So the amount of load migration is normally small. The number of steps of balancing n − 1. If the network belongs to a heterogeneous net, the amount of load migration by the algorithms on each step deals with two aspects: the processing speed of each node and the distribution of initial load on each node. The number of steps of load balancing is n -1 in both cases. Our algorithm only migrates the overload of each node; so the whole amount of load migration is small. The number of steps of load balancing is n -1 as well.
For a two-dimensional mesh network structure, if the network belongs to a homogeneous net, the average amount of load moved at each step is equal to In two-division network load balancing algorithm, the amount of load migration between a node pair is equal. The algorithm only migrates the 'load deviation' between nodes. The number of steps of balancing is 2( 1). n − If the network belongs to a heterogeneous net, the amount of load migration by the algorithms on each step deals with two aspects: the processing speed of each node and the distribution of initial load on each node. The number of steps of load balancing is 2( 1) n − in both cases. Our algorithm only migrates the over load of each node; so the whole amount of load migration is small. The number of steps of load balancing is 2( 1). n − From the analysis, we know that the performance of a two-dimensional mesh network structure is better than a linear array structure. Our algorithm has the least load migration, followed by the two-division network load balancing algorithm and then the equal-division balancing algorithm.
To verify the effectiveness and feasibility of our model, we take the process of load balancing on Stream platform as an example for the analysis. Stream is a shared, open, real-time and credible inter-value block chain. By using block chain and intelligent contract techniques, it provides a shared platform of value exchange to endusers which include enterprises and individuals. User, Stream port, calculation ability provider, calculation ability demander, market maker, seller and application developer make up the ecological chain of Stream. Developers create prosperous applied ecology based on Stream. All users share the achievement of the applied ecology. At the moment, there are 24 nodes running on the platform. The balancing process can be seen in Figure 4 .
We can see from Figure 4 , the changes in nodes state and queue length happen on 49.353 ms, 76.816 ms, 92.289 ms, 100.568 ms and 104.183 ms. When starting the system, there are 9 nodes in the state of over-load. After being adjusted 5 times by the load balancing of the impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay, all nodes turn into moderate-load or light-load and the system is balanced rapidly.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an impulsive and switching load balancing model with time delay based on description of state space by control theory. We constructed the corresponding sub-system according to various states of each node in the system. During load migration, the processing ability of all nodes was taken into account, so that there were not too many nodes which change into a state of over-load. Then the efficiency of load balancing improved. We chose suitable Lyapunov functions for each sub-system based on description of the model. After a stability analysis of the sub-system by the method of Lyapunov-Krasovskii function, we achieved the corresponding analysis result. Besides, we verified the effectiveness of the method by LMI toolbox in Matlab. The feasibility of the model was verified by an experimental result which was produced by a shared platform based on block chain. In the future, we intend to further study the theoretical analysis based on our current work and speed up the convergence rate of the system to a state of stability.
